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The paper deals with the case of a system of two linear 0, I-equations which is tightly connected 
with the knapsack problem. A formula is deduced for the approximation of the number of 
solutions of such a system. Analytic number theory technique is used to obtain the result. 
Let us consider the following system: 
where a+ bi, i = 1,2 are positive integers for all j = 1, . . . , n, Xj = 91; and the rank of 
the matrix (ati) equals 2. Here and in what follows by C is meant the sum Cy=,, as 
well as by n will be meant a product of n terms nJ=, . 
The paper ]I] contains the deduction of an asymptotic formula for the number 
of solutions of the system (1). An approach to solving integer programming 
problems, based on the use of anaIytic methods, has been suggested in [2]. 
According to this approach we have to deduce an effective formula for the number 
of solutions of a system of 0, l-equations. In particular, the knapsack problem is 
connected with an effective formula for the case (1). For the case of one equation 
such a formula has been established in [3]. 
Here we will develop the formula for the system (1). 
The number of solutions of (l), In, is expressed as 
1, =exp(cr, b, + azbz) n (I + expf-aialj - cr2azj)) 
1 1 
X l-1 ., II (Plj +P2j eXPCWa,@jj + aza2j))) 
00 
xexp(-2ni(a!,bi + 02b2))dol do2 
where 
Pij’l/(l +exp(-olalj--Q2a2j), 
(2) 
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Formula (2) is true for any real o1 and oz. We determine oI and o2 as a solution 
of the system 
C aijP2j = bl, C a2jPzj = b2. (3) 
Under some reasonable assumption about the right hand sides of (3) there is a 
unique solution to it. 
We introduce the following notation: 
Di = C a?jPijP2j, D2 = C a$PyPy* 012~ C QljazjPljP2j, 
Q13 = C djPljP2j3 @23= c aijP1jP2j, 
hl= max afjPyP2j/Dl, h2= max aijPljP2j/D2, 
j i 
A =D1D2-Df2, 
G(A)={a,,a2:D,cr~+2D,2ala2+D2a;~A2}, 
(In view of Cauchy’s inequality, A >O, so G(A) is an ellips.) 
T={ai902:Io1153,1a215+), 
v = 27~0 I II (Plj + P2j expGWal lj + a2 azj)) l da1 daz, 
T\G(h) 
(J(X) = (1 /I/z;t> exp( - +z2)dz. 
The integral that appears in (2) can be partitioned as follows: 
(4) 
00 T w.0) T\GWo) 
Partition (4) makes sense only if G&J is contained in T. Since 
max loi I = A,j/FJQ, max I a21 = A,m/fi, (3 
Wo) G(b) 
G(&)c T iff (A,/fi) max(l/ZiT, a)<+. Therefore, we obtain the following con- 
dition on I,,: 
A,cdi/2 max(Di, D2). (6) 
We consider now I,. Denoting 
~j =2x(CXlay + CX2C72j) 
and taking into account (3), we obtain 
exp(-2ni(aibl+02b2))=exp(-2ni C P2j(alay+a2a2j))=nexp(-~jp2j). 
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Therefore, 
= 
i?^ 
II exp(- 3P~PljPZj) II exP(!&PljPzj) 
x (Plj exP(-i~jpy) +P2j exP@jpl_h)dal 2 
= exp(-2n2(D,af+2D,,ala2+D2a~))dal da2+R, (7) 
where 
R= exp(-2n2(Dlaf+2D12a,a2+D2a~)) 
P1j exP(-bjP2j) +Py exP(iPjPij) _ 1 
w(- bjPljP2j) 
da 
1 
da 
2. (8) 
It is not difficult to get an explicit expression of the first term in (7), introducing 
polar coordinates 
al=rcosq, a2=rsinq9, 
and the following notation 
D1 cos’ a, + 2D12 sin v cos a, + Dz sin2 v, = s2. 
Thus, 
I; = 
ss 
exp(-2n2(Dla: + 2D12a1a2 + D2ai))dal da2 
Wo) 
2a I/s 2n us 
= exp(-2n2r2s2)r dr dp = dv 
s s 
exp(-2n2r2s2)r dr 
0 0 0 0 
2n 
= (1 - exp(2n2Ai))/45r2 5 s2 dp. 
0 
Noticing, that for AO= m 
m m 
P P 
I;= 1 \ exp(-2z2(D 1af+2D,2ala2+D2a~))dal da2= 1/27c\rd. 
J J 
-cc -m 
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we obtain 
2n 
1/4n2 
I 
~-~dq= 1/27&i. 
c 
0 
Therefore, 
Z; = (1 - exp(-2n2Ai))/2n\T. 
We consider now the term (8). Denoting 
(9) 
6, = Plj exP(-iPjP2j) +P2j(kjPlj) _ 1 
J 
ev(- +fl;PljP2j) 
9 
we find 
In(1+6j)-1/=161+~2+...+6,+81~2+...I 
1/611+...+16,1+16,621+... 
=n(l+lC5ji)-lIexp(C ISjl>-l, 
so that we have 
RS 
II 
exp(-2n2(01(y:+2D12(Y1(r2+02a22))(exp(C ISji)- l)dal da2. 
‘SO) 
(10) 
We now bound the value ISj I from above 
Isjlz 1 Plj w( - iPjP2j) + P2j exP(iPjPlj) - ew(- +P:PljP2j) 
ew(- +P;PljP2j) 
where 
l(lAj-EjI + lBjj)/Ej, (11) 
Aj =Plj cOS(PjP2j) + P2j COS(PjPlj), 
Bj =Plj WPjP2j) -P2j WPjPlj), 
Ej = ew(- iPjPljP2j)* 
Using Taylor’s formula, we have, for Bj 
Bj(~j) = Bj(0) + Bi’(O)~j + B~(O)~~/2! + B~(r)~~/3! ) 
where OStSpj* 
Since Bj(0) = B;(O) = By(O) = 0, we obtain 
IBjI~l~jj3P?,P2j/6=Yj. 
A similar consideration leads to the estimation 
IAj-EjI 5 IPjj3PljP2j/6=Yj. 
(12) 
(13) 
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Thus, from (ll), (12) and (13), we obtain 
By virtue of (5) and taking into account the inequality (z, + ... +z,)~I 
&-Qf+ . . . +zk) holding for nonnegative z’s, we obtain 
E’ =exp(-2n2(otqy + 02q2j)2PtjP2j) 2 exp(-4n2((alay)2+ (a2azj)2P~jP2j)) 
1 exp(-4n2A2(D2afjPypzj + D~Lz$P~~P~~)/A) 
2 exp(-4n2A2D, D2(hl + /2,)/A) = exp(-ulA2), 
and 
Hence 
Yj=4R31ala,j+cr2a2j13PyP2j/318n3(1alalj13+ Ia2ay13)pljP2j/3 
I 8n313(Di’2afj + D:‘2a~j)p,jp2j/3A3’2. 
c (6j/Sexp(U,L2)16n3~3(D1D2/A)3’2(Q~3/D~+@23/D2)/3 
= exp(U,A2)U2A3 = U(A). (14) 
Denote by S(A) the area of the ellips G(A). From (10) and (14) it follows that 
lRI S[exp(- 2n2A2)(exp U(A) - 1) dS(A). 
0 
Whence, taking into account the implication 
A I A0 * exp U(A) - 15 U(A)(exp U(A,) - l)/Ao, 
we obtain 
IR I 5 ((exp U(A,) - l)/&) 7 exp(-2n2A2)A3 dS(A). (15) 
0 
Let us recall that S(A) = nA2/\r, and j; exp(-x)x”- I dx = r(n), therefore 
Al J.0 
s 
exp(-2n2A2)A3 dS(I) = (n&l) 
s 
exp(-2n2A2)A3 dA2 
0 0 
m 
s (~~/ti((2n~)~“) exp(-y)y3” dy 
= nr(5/32)/ti(2n2)5’2 = C/2n\r. 
From (15) we obtain 
JR I 5 C((exp U&) - 1)/&)/2n&i = V/2n1Gi. (16) 
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Thus, from (9) and (16) we obtain 
I, = & (1 + B(exp(-2n2$ + V)) 
where 10151, and 
= ---& (I+ B(exp(-2x2&$) + V+ v)). (17) 
Obviously, formula (17) makes sense only if &, is sufficiently large. Considering 
(1) when n-+03 and tending Lo+ 00 (whatever slowly) we would reduce (17) to an 
asymptotic formula. This enables us to compare this formula with that given in [l]. 
It is worth noticing that (17) being considered as an asymptotic formula is substan- 
tially more general than the one from [l]. This is true because of the estimation 
d > 4$ max(D,, II*), 
which is implied by (6). This estimation is much weaker than that in [l]. The value 
of d may be considered as a natural measure of degeneracy of system (1) (when 
d = 0 the system is degenerate). Thus, we now can consider the systems (1) which 
are more degenerate in terms of d. 
Some words should be said about the numerical usability of formula (17) as com- 
pared with (2). Formula (2) is very difficult to compute because there are strongly 
oscillating terms in the integrand. A solution of (3) may be obtained by means of 
any appropriate numerical technique. Such a solution has been shown to exist (see 
[2]). In the general case the existance and uniqueness of a solution of systems (3) 
will be proved in our next paper. Then there is no problem in computing d, and 
therefore, the principal term of the formula (17). As for the remainder there are 
three terms in it. Taking an appropriately large value for A,, (with accordance to 
(6)) we compute exp(-2x22;). Given o1 and CT*, the computation of V requires 
O(n) operations. The only difficulty is connected with the term v. In [4] there is an 
approach to computing v by means of a s-net with an estimated efficiency for the 
case of one equation. The two-dimensional case in question has no principal dif- 
ferences, and we can use the same approach. Besides, in [4] it has been shown that 
given b = O(n’), c is a constant, the share of equations with improperly large v may 
be neglected. The same remains true for the case of two equations when b, and b2 
are due to the condition max(bi,b*) =O(nC). Therefore, this paper presents a 
formula for the number of solutions which can be used for computations. 
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